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How are you keeping new teachers? Fifty percent of new teachers leave within the first five
years. Why? Exiting teachers say lack of support from the administration, specifically the
principal,– causes them to quit. If leadership makes the difference in keeping new talent, get
this guide to stop the new teacher exodus. Learn what to do and how to do it through a realistic
look at: Stories From the Field -- features common challenges and practical strategies
Administrator’s Role -- frames solutions within job function, current trends, and researchbased practices Self-Reflection -- guides action planning with checklists and worksheets
Making sure that all students read well is a top priority for schools, and literacy coaches are
playing an increasingly important role in the effort. Their challenge? To deliver the kind of
instruction and support best suited to the teachers they work with and most likely to help those
teachers improve the literacy of their students. In Differentiated Literacy Coaching, Mary
Catherine Moran presents a solution for meeting the diverse needs of literacy coaches and
their charges. The heart of the book is an exploration of the Literacy Coaching Continuum, a
series of professional learning formats that coaches can use singularly or in combination to
design and deliver the most effective, most appropriate support: * Collaborative Resource
Management * Literacy Content Presentations * Focused Classroom Visits * Coplanning *
Study Groups * Demonstration Lessons * Peer Coaching * Coteaching Moran reviews the key
considerations school leaders and literacy coaches must keep in mind when determining
program focus and scope; describes the roles, responsibilities, and procedures involved in
each coaching format; and offers guidelines based on research findings, exemplary coaching
programs, and insights from her nearly 30 years as an educator. Readers will also find more
than a dozen modules for coaches' professional development, including recommended
materials and step-by-step procedures to help both new and experienced coaches expand
their expertise. An extensive collection of print and online resources further enhances the
book's usefulness for anyone interested in learning more about establishing—or improving—a
literacy coaching program.
This practical guide will help pre- and inservice secondary teachers and their instructors and
coaches to use videos as a resource to improve teaching. Derived from the authors’ research
and experience in a teacher preparation program using video records of practice as a core
element for reflection and growth, the book focuses on five disciplinary literacy strategies to
help teachers identify and develop high-leverage teaching practices across a range of subject
areas. The text includes sample lessons, protocols for leading discussions based on videos,
and methods for making informed decisions about how to select video-related work.
Throughout, the authors provide records of student clinical teaching practice, sample
assignment guidelines, and transcripts from video discussion groups. Teacher educators can
use this comprehensive resource to develop or revise a curriculum to make it more practiceoriented. “I recommend this volume to its readers as a terrific example of bringing to bear the
current state of knowledge across relevant areas to address persistent issues in the
development and assessment of programs designed for secondary teacher preparation.”
—From the Foreword by Karen Wixson, William E. Moran Distinguished Professor in Reading
and Literacy, University of North Carolina at Greensboro “Peters, Birdyshaw, and Bacevich
have nailed it! Steeped in deep conceptual understandings of teacher learning, the authors
detail a powerful, field-tested framework for using video records of practice to implement core
literacy practices in secondary subject-matter classrooms. The result is a perfect marriage of
pedagogical content knowledge in the disciplines and literacy. An excellent resource for both
preservice and inservice teacher education.” —Sheila Valencia, professor, Curriculum and
Instruction, University of Washington
What kinds of technology will support particular learning tasks and objectives? And how does a
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teacher ensure that technology use will enhance instruction and not be a distraction or a
disconnected add-on? You'll find the answers here. This book builds on the landmark
"Classroom instruction that works" by linking each of the nine categories of effective
instructional strategies with educational technology applications and resources ... Each
strategy-focused chapter features cross-curricular examples, many drawn from actual lesson
plans, projects, and products. In addition to stories of students learning through inquiry,
collaborative projects, games, and other activities that make school exciting and meaningful,
you'll find dozens of recommended resources along with expert guidance on planning
technology-enhanced lessons aligned with national standards.
This jump-start of a book offers four planning models and provides novice and experienced
teachers with step-by-step, essential guidance in the challenging task of lesson planning.
A turnkey and cost-effective PBL framework that is highly recommended! Are you tired of
complex and costly PBL models? Support students’ academic, literacy, and life goals with the
+1Pedagogy™ framework. You’ll learn to easily blend theory and practice, core standards, 21st
Century Skills, and technology for a comprehensive – and unforgettable - learning experience.
K-12 educators, coaches and administrators will learn to: Stimulate students’ interest across
disciplines Implement a turnkey, interdisciplinary +1P framework Immerse students in authentic
inquiry and real-world application Integrate college and career readiness and digital technology
The book includes 9 inspiring sample units and over 30 helpful templates.
Carve out effective intervention and extension time at all three tiers of the RTI pyramid. Explore
more than a dozen examples of creative and flexible scheduling, and gain access to tools you
can use immediately to overcome implementation challenges. These books are full of
examples from real schools that have achieved these results without using additional
resources or extending the school day.
Teacher as Curator provides a roadmap for using creative strategies to engage both educators
and students in the learning process. Focusing on key qualities of culturally and linguistically
responsive arts learning, chapters specifically demonstrate how arts integration strategies and
formative assessment can be a catalyst for change in the classroom. Readers will be inspired
by teachers and practitioners who have donned the role of curator to achieve significant
results. Kindergarten–college educators will find research-based protocols and practices that
they can translate into any educational setting. In digestible chapters, this resource provides a
theoretical base for building artistic literacy into the curriculum and for developing multimodal
opportunities for students to demonstrate their understanding of content. Book Features
Explores the role of curation in the classroom.Highlights processes for innovation and
multimodal learning.Showcases the work of teachers from different subjects and grade
levels.Provides examples of integrated learning through lesson planning, curatorial maps, and
learning stories.Highlights strategies that can deepen artistic literacy and engage students
through formative assessment. “As those of us at the policy level work to realize a vision for
innovation and creativity to transform our current education system, I am so grateful to Lisa
Donovan and Sarah Anderberg for valuing the expertise of the educators whose partnerships
are critical to our success.” —Beth Lambert, director of innovative teaching and learning, Maine
Department of Education

Building upon the groundwork from Rigorous PBL by Design, this resource provides
practices that strategically support students as they move from novices to experts in
core academics. This book Provides an actionable framework for developing student
expertise Offers practical guidance for creating a culture that cultivates expertise and
builds student efficacy Gives a unit and lesson template that clarifies the steps students
must take to build, deepen, and apply core content knowledge and skills Ensures your
students’ progress in their learning through a process for selecting instructional,
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feedback, and learning strategies Includes strategies for improving your professional
expertise individually and collectively
The Media-Savvy Middle School Classroom is a practical guide for teachers of Grades
5-8 who want to help their students achieve mastery of media literacy skills. Today’s
fake news, alternative facts, and digital manipulations are compromising the critical
thinking and well-being of middle grade learners already going through significant
personal changes. This actionable book prepares teachers to help their students
become informed consumers of online resources. Spanning correct source use,
personal versus expert opinions, deliberate disinformation, social media, and more,
these ready-to-use activities can be integrated directly into existing language arts and
mathematics lesson plans.
Integrates current brain research into teaching tools and strategies, discussing ways to
increase collaborative and thinking skills.
Discover the components of proactive classroom management. With this practical, stepby-step guide, teachers and school administrators will uncover five components that
help improve student achievement and decrease classroom problems. Create clear
expectations and rules, establish procedures and structure, reinforce expectations,
actively engage students, and manage misbehavior. Learn how to develop
individualized behavior plans to help students who continue to struggle.
Examine how PLCs provide the decision-making platform for the rigorous work of
differentiated classroom instruction. A practical guide to implementing differentiation in
the classroom, this book offers a road map to effective teaching that responds to
diverse learning needs. Takeaway objectives at the beginning of each chapter guide
discussion, and each chapter ends with action options of highly interactive strategies.
Renewed Accountability for Access and Excellence provides a forum for contributing
scholars and practitioners to advance the discussion of Tenuto’s (2014) democratic
professional practice in education (DPPE) by sharing additional insights, perspectives,
and implications for both policy and practice. Consistent with the model itself, this
collective work is intended to encourage meaningful conversations and critical thinking
about inclusionary practices, equitable access, excellence, and renewed accountability
for teaching and leading.
Use research- and brain-based teaching to engage students and maximize learning
Lessons should be memorable and engaging. When they are, student achievement
increases, behavior problems decrease, and teaching and learning are fun! In 100
Brain-Friendly Lessons for Unforgettable Teaching and Learning 9-12, best-selling
author and renowned educator and consultant Marcia Tate takes her bestselling
Worksheets Don’t Grow Dendrites one step further by providing teachers with ready-touse lesson plans that take advantage of the way that students really learn. Readers will
find 100 cross-curricular sample lessons from each of the four major content areas
Plans designed around the most frequently-taught objectives Lessons educators can
immediately adapt 20 brain compatible, research-based instructional strategies
Questions that teachers should ask and answer when planning lessons Guidance on
building relationships with students to maximize learning
Concise and focused on practical strategies, this engaging, lighthearted guide provides
teacher candidates a road map for negotiating the complex and diverse terrain of pre-K
through 12 schools, while providing opportunities to develop the skills of reflection that
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are crucial to becoming a successful practitioner. The Ultimate Student Teaching
Guide, Second Edition, by Kisha N. Daniels, Gerrelyn C. Patterson, and Yolanda L.
Dunston, provides practical, research-based, field-tested strategies that student
teachers can immediately apply as they encounter school concerns, solve classroom
challenges, negotiate social conflicts, and, new to this edition, navigate the job search
and interview process. Thoroughly updated throughout, the Second Edition includes
expanded coverage of workplace professionalism, an introduction to accreditation and
the Common Core standards, and more.
This book covers the reason why teachers should assess in an ongoing fashion. It also
provides a clear structure for designing and analyzing meaningful formative assessments. In
addition, it guides the teacher in the development of differentiated activities for every level of
student based on the results of the assessment and includes the thought process that goes
into that development.
This accessible resource assists teachers, instructional coaches, principals, and curricular
leaders to adopt a simple, straightforward framework that allows educators to seamlessly align
high quality learning targets with specific standards. Full of examples across grade levels and
subjects, this useful book helps educators deepen their understanding of content and design
more efficient lessons that will aid student learning and readiness. Unpacking Your Learning
Targets is a guide into a deeper understanding of creating and designing learning targets that
foster student learning and success for all.
Throughout the world, the challenges facing modern education are formidable. Although some
of the challenges facing are unique to each educational jurisdiction, there are also some
important commonalities that transcend jurisdictions. Irrespective of the nature of these
challenges, there is an increasing focus on teacher quality – what it is and how to enhance it.
To date, research tells us what expert teachers should be doing in their classrooms. This
approach is based on the idea that teaching expertise is nothing more than the accumulation of
specific skills and knowledge, and as teachers acquire these skills and knowledge most of our
educational challenges can be overcome. This book questions this idea by asking 37 teachers
who are already recognised as experts to share their classroom secrets. Importantly, the
teachers come from diverse cultural contexts, including Australia, Finland, Hong Kong and the
US, and they share: how they became expert teachers; their expectations for every student
when they enter their classroom; how they view and encourage teacher–parent partnerships;
and what skills and knowledge they consider important for expert teaching. To our knowledge,
this is the first book that compares and contrasts the approaches taken by expert teachers
from four very different cultural groups. The book helps to demystify the work of the modern
teacher – what they do and the challenges they face. If you aspire to be an expert teacher, this
book provides a clear model of how to approach the process. If you are an education
researcher searching for ‘impact’, this book outlines what are some of the emerging hot topics
in education research. If you are involved in teacher education then this book offers some new
approaches to initial teacher education. If your focus is on educational policy, this book helps
make sense of the links between the classrooms of expert teachers, education research and
academic achievement. Finally, this book will help parents understand how best to partner with
their child’s teacher in order to enhance their learning.
The achievement gap is a persistent and perplexing challenge for educators. While schooland system-level reforms continue to be discussed in statehouses and district offices,
individual teachers are challenged to do something now to help students who are falling short
of standards, including students who are English language learners and receiving special
education services. A companion to the ASCD best-seller Improving Student Learning One
Teacher at a Time, this book identifies small, specific adjustments to planning, teaching, and
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assessment practices that will support more effective learning in every student, every day, and
help close the achievement gap on a classroom-by-classroom basis. Here, you'll learn how to *
Use readily available tools--curriculum documents, a plan book, and a grade book--to improve
all students' access to, interaction with, and mastery of lesson content. * Design daily lessons
that clarify learning goals and require students to use high-yield learning strategies, seek
feedback, and reflect on their progress. * Promote the progress of English language learners
through coordinated pursuit of content and language goals, and synchronize instruction to
improve the performance of special education students in both co-teaching and resource
environments. This book also features the voices of working educators who share how
"minding the gap" has helped them engage academically at-risk students, ELLs, and special
education students; improve students' test scores; and sustain these gains over time. If you are
a classroom teacher or specialist committed to helping all your students become more
successful learners and unwilling to wait for high-level solutions or even the results of another
"data retreat," then this is just the resource you need.
This title is a greatly expanded volume of the original Art and Science of Teaching, offering a
competency-based education framework for substantive change based on Dr. Robert
Marzano's 50 years of education research. While the previous model focused on teacher
outcomes, the new version places focus on student learning outcomes, with research-based
instructional strategies teachers can use to help students grasp the information and skills
transferred through their instruction. Throughout the book, Marzano details the elements of
three overarching categories of teaching, which define what must happen to optimize student
learning: students must receive feedback, get meaningful content instruction, and have their
basic psychological needs met. Gain research-based instructional strategies and teaching
methods that drive student success: Explore instructional strategies that correspond to each of
the 43 elements of The New Art and Science of Teaching, which have been carefully designed
to maximize student engagement and achievement. Use ten design questions and a general
framework to help determine which classroom strategies you should use to foster student
learning. Analyze the behavioral evidence that proves the strategies of an element are helping
learners reach their peak academic success. Study the state of the modern standards
movement and what changes must be made in K-12 education to ensure high levels of
learning for all. Download free reproducible scales specific to the elements in The New Art and
Science of Teaching. Contents: Chapter 1: Providing and Communicating Clear Learning
Goals Chapter 2: Conducting Assessment Chapter 3: Conducting Direct Instruction Lessons
Chapter 4: Practicing and Deepening Lessons Chapter 5: Implementing Knowledge Application
Lessons Chapter 6: Using Strategies That Appear in All Types of Lessons Chapter 7: Using
Engagement Strategies Chapter 8: Implementing Rules and Procedures Chapter 9: Building
Relationships Chapter 10: Communicating High Expectations Chapter 11: Making System
Changes
Lesson planning is an essential component of every teacher’s practice. It is part of a threetiered, integrated pedagogy: planning, teaching and evaluation. Drawing on the work of skilful
teachers and the latest research, this book provides a rationale for lesson planning as an
integral part of a teacher’s work. It introduces the key concepts and skills of lesson planning
and provides a practical framework for their development. The book helps the reader to make
an informed choice about the approaches they use to plan lessons, taking into account their
subject area and the requirements of individual learners. Covering all aspects of short, medium
and long-term planning, chapters include: Writing Appropriate Learning Objectives and
Outcomes Designing and Structuring Engaging Teaching Activities Resourcing the Lesson
Assessing Students’ Learning Strategies for Personalised Learning Evaluating Your Lesson
The book also includes practical and reflective activities to help the reader apply the ideas
discussed to their own work and key questions to encourage the development of their skilful
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pedagogy. This highly practical book is essential reading for trainee and practising teachers.
The need for a cohesive and comprehensive curriculum that intentionally connects standards,
instruction, and assessment has never been more pressing. For educators to meet the
challenging learning needs of students they must have a clear road map to follow throughout
the school year. Rigorous Curriculum Design presents a carefully sequenced, hands-on model
that curriculum designers and educators in every school system can follow to create a
progression of units of study that keeps all areas tightly focused and connected.
Because teacher collaboration isn’t an option, it’s a MUST! EL authorities Maria Dove and
Andrea Honigsfeld take ESL teachers and their general education colleagues step-by-step
through building a successful collaboration—or improving an existing one. And since no
teaching team is exactly alike, you’ll find seven collaborative models to choose from. Features
include: • In-depth profiles of the seven models • Advantages and challenges of each model •
Clear explanations of each teacher’s role • Tried-and-true strategies for the entire instructional
cycle: co-planning, co-instruction, co-assessment, and reflection • Real-life accounts from coteaching veterans • Accompanying videos and dedicated web content
Teaching and Learning Social Studies (The TALSS Method) By: Dr. James C. Rodkey
Teaching and Learning Social Studies is a complete guide for a different way to teach
American History in high school. The method detailed in this book does away with traditional
teaching methods. These methods backed with scholarly research are student-centered and
student-driven. Teaching and Learning Social Studies does away with the short term learning
needed for tests and quizzes and focuses on teaching more important cognitive skills. The
teacher is not just a lecturer to pass along information but rather a facilitator that directs
learning through group work and activities. Teaching and Learning Social Studies is a
complete guide including lesson plans, group activities, and rubrics for any high school Social
Studies or American History teacher looking to enrich their students’ knowledge with lasting
effects.
"This book targets pressing needs in distance education by connecting theory and practice,
addressing emerging leadership issues, and identifying best practices in teaching and
learning"--Provided by publisher.
Ready-to-use activities tied to content and standards help educators create arts-rich schools
that welcome families and community members, promote diversity, and engage parents in their
children's education.
The coauthor of Classroom Instruction That Works explains how to use feedback the way
computer apps do-for setting goals, tracking progress, and regulating their own learning.
The ultimate guide to leaving no child behind—newly updated! Now in its second edition, this
best-selling book is your one-stop resource for differentiated instruction. Whether you’re new
to the concept or just looking to improve your approach, you’ll find tools to meet the needs of
all your students. You’ll discover how Universal Design for Learning (UDL) and retrofitting can
help you adapt general education curriculum to diverse learning styles. Features of the new
edition include A chapter on collaborative planning and evaluation Updated lesson plans tied to
the Common Core Greater emphasis on cultural proficiency, ELLs, and gifted students New
technology references and resources A strengthened link to RTI
This textbook focuses on research in movement integration and the benefits of physical activity
to the child’s physical, cognitive, emotional, and social development. It includes research on
and suggestions for integrating movement into English-language arts, mathematics, science
and social studies for lower and upper elementary students. Though the textbook is specifically
aimed at elementary-level teachers, secondary teachers and pre-service teachers can modify
the activities to fit their lessons as well.
Learning to Be Teacher Leaders examines three integrated components of strong
pedagogy—assessment, planning, and instruction—within a framework emphasizing the
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knowledge, skills, and dispositions that can empower teachers to become teacher leaders
within their schools. Combining the what, why, and how of teaching, the research-based
concepts, presented in a pragmatic format, are relevant across grade levels, classrooms, and
content areas. Designed to support success on national licensure assessments, this text brings
together in one place the important features of learning to be an effective teacher, and
becoming a teacher leader who continues to grow and develop within the profession. Taking a
student-centered approach to instruction, it also recognizes the outside factors that can
challenge this approach and provides strategies for coping with them. Using this book as a
guide and resource, pre-service and beginning teachers will focus on the most important
factors in teaching, resulting in strengthening their pedagogy and developing a language that
helps them move forward in terms of agency and advocacy. A Companion Website provides
additional resources for instructors and students.
The essential guide for teaching beyond the test! Students with strong higher-order thinking
skills are more likely to become successful, lifelong learners. Based on extensive, collaborative
research by leading authorities in the field, this book shows how to implement teaching and
learning strategies that nurture intelligence, creativity, and wisdom. This practical teaching
manual offers an overview of the WICS model—Wisdom, Intelligence, Creativity,
Synthesized—which helps teachers foster students' capacities for effective learning and
problem solving. Teachers will find examples for language arts, history, mathematics, and
science in Grades K–12, as well as: Hands-on strategies for enhancing students' memory,
analytical, creative, and practical skills Guidelines on teaching and assessing for successful
intelligence Details on how to apply the model in the classroom Teacher reflection sections,
suggested readings, and sample planning checklists Teaching for Wisdom, Intelligence,
Creativity, and Success is ideal for educators seeking to broaden their teaching repertoire as
they expand the skills and abilities of students at all levels.

Because the Common Core requires bold action Why The Common Core, an
Uncommon Opportunity? Why now? Because it tackles a largely overlooked
component of implementation: how to redesign your instructional delivery system, K-12.
And you’ll have to; if you don’t, you’ll be subject to the very same failure and
frustration so many other districts and schools are experiencing. What’s more, March
and Peters describe how to integrate 21st Century Skills at the very same time. It will
help district leaders Develop structured, consistent, and organized teaching and
learning practices Make district-wide infrastructure adjustments for sustained reform
Use best practices for sustained achievement and continuous curriculum review
In K-12 education's growing movement of competency-based education and
personalized learning, both contradictory and overlapping definitions come up around
these two terms. To clear up this confusion, A Handbook for Personalized CompetencyBased Education delves into the components of a personalized competency-based
education (PCBE) system. This handbook explores approaches, strategies, and
techniques that schools and districts should consider as they rethink traditional
instruction to fit a PCBE system and support student learning. The authors share
examples of how to use proficiency scales, standard operating procedures, behavior
rubrics, personal tracking matrices, and other tools to aid in instruction and
assessment. Benefits Receive clear guidance on implementing a personalized
competency-based education (PCBE) system. Determine what content to focus on and
what standards to prioritize in personalized instruction. Read vignettes that illustrate the
shifts that should occur to foster PCBE. Learn how a flexible PCBE learning
environment of student agency can foster self-efficacy. Understand the variety of
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assessments available for measuring student proficiency in a PCBE system. Contents
Chapter 1: Why Competency-Based Education and Personalized Learning? Chapter 2:
What Content Will Be Addressed? Chapter 3: How Will the Learning Environment
Promote Student Agency? Chapter 4: How Will Instruction Support Student Learning?
Chapter 5: How Will Student Proficiency Be Measured? Chapter 6: How Will
Scheduling Accommodate Student Learning? Chapter 7: How Will Reporting Facilitate
Student Learning? Chapter 8: How Do Schools and Districts Transition to a PCBE
System? Epilogue Appendix A: Tools to Support Student Agency Appendix B: A Model
of Effective Instruction Appendix C: Sample Grading Sheet Appendix D: Resources for
Creating a Shared Vision
Based upon years of reviewing the work product of building principal’s evaluations of
their teaching staff, it has been evident to me there is a clear need to improve this
critical aspect of school administration. This book is designed to provide building
principals (and assistant principals) with guidance on (1) the necessary preparation of
the principal to be effective at guiding and coaching their staff; (2) the laying of the
foundation for their teachers to know the standard of performance expected by the
school district as whole, and the specific building where they serve, guide, and teach
their students; (3) the teaching of their instructional staff what constitutes good lesson
planning and instruction as defined by the educational model adopted by the school
and art of teaching under that model; (4) developing the skills for the writing of effective
teacher formative and summative evaluations to assist in the improvement of
instruction; and (5) the work required in (1) to (4) above to establish and qualify the
principal as an expert witness under the Rules of Evidence if he/she is called upon to
participate in the end game of moving an underperforming teacher along. The book is
designed as a step-by-step process with reading assignments, and self-instruction
tasks at the end of each chapter applying the concepts, teaching, supporting, and
assisting teachers in the science of teaching needed to develop, maintain, and excel at
their craft. It is shown scientifically that where teachers know the district’s standards of
performance, student learning improves, and students learn how to learn—essential in
today’s ever-changing society. Being an effective building principal thus requires you to
be an expert in your field( i.e., that person who is rhetorically asked, “Who are you who
are so wise in the science of teaching?”). About the Author As you will surmise quickly
in reading this book, Rex Schultze has had the fortunate circumstance of being
immersed in public education for his entire life from 1951 to the present - as a
teacher’s and administrator’s kid; as a high school teacher for four years; as the
brother of an elementary school teacher and administrator; and, as a lawyer with a 40
year practice focused on public education both K-12 and community college levels. As
such, he brings to you in “Who are you who are so wise in the science of teaching” a
lifetime of perspective on the value of an education, and particularly public education,
the most important equalizer of the citizens of our country and the need to grow,
support and nurture the best teachers possible. Rex is a Boomer - as in “Baby
Boomer” (“OK Boomer”) – an early version of that generation that grew up in the 50’s
and 60’s, so you will find references to the movies and music of those days throughout
the book to add perspective and some fun. (Apologies in advance for the succeeding
generations; you can “google” the references – a contribution by Rex to your personal
history journey).
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Checklists help us work better. They help us manage complex tasks more effectively
and ensure we apply what we know correctly and consistently. They've become
indispensable for airline pilots and doctors, but can this low-tech approach to planning
and problem solving demand a place in the teacher's toolkit? Teaching is complicated,
with challenging decisions and important consequences, but it's in the most complex
situations that a straightforward checklist can be the most useful. Goodwin and Hubbell
present 12 daily touchstones--simple and specific things any teacher can do every
day--to keep classroom practice focused on the hallmarks of effective instruction and in
line with three essential imperatives for teaching: * Be demanding: Align teaching with
high expectations for learning. * Be supportive: Provide a nurturing learning
environment. * Be intentional: Know why you're doing what you're doing. If there were
one thing you could do each day to help one student succeed, you'd do it, wouldn't
you? What about three things to help three students? What if there were 12 things you
could do every day to help all of your students succeed? There are, and you'll find them
here.
Cut through the mystique to learn the real drivers of great school leadership Leverage
Leadership 2.0 answers the basic question: what do great school leaders do that
separates them from the rest? Rooted in the observation and training of over 20,000
school leaders worldwide, Leverage Leadership 2.0 offers a practical, updated and
easier-to-use follow-up to the original, with field-tested techniques and actionable
advice. As educational leaders around the world implement Leverage Leadership ideas,
their collective stories have revealed a simple framework by which the seven levers
may be implemented: See It, Name It, Do It. This book aligns classic Leverage
Leadership principles with this proven framework to streamline implementation and help
good leaders become great. Expert discussion and real-life success stories prove that
effective leadership is not about innate charisma, charm, or personality—it’s about how
a leader uses their time. Aimed at all levels of school leadership, this book shows you
what to do, and how and when to do it. The companion DVD includes 30 real-world
videos that showcase effective leadership happening in our schools right now, and all
templates, tools, and other professional development materials have been fully
refreshed with a renewed focus on real-world implementation. Informational,
inspirational, and highly motivational, this book explores both the separate components
of success and what it looks like as a whole. Learn the core principles of effective
leadership Understand what success looks like on the ground Practice the seven levers
of leadership that allow transformational growth Adopt the tools and techniques that
facilitate a schoolwide transformation Educational leaders from a diverse array of
schools around the world have found unprecedented success using the key principles
detailed in Leverage Leadership, and this book is inspired — and informed — by their
stories. Leverage Leadership 2.0 is the practical resource school leaders need to start
making real change happen today.
Paul Bambrick-Santoyo (Managing Director of Uncommon Schools) shows leaders how
they can raise their schools to greatness by following a core set of principles. These
seven principles, or "levers," allow for consistent, transformational, and replicable
growth. With intentional focus on these areas, leaders will leverage much more learning
from the same amount of time investment. Fundamentally, each of these seven levers
answers the core questions of school leadership: What should an effective leader do,
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and how and when should they do it. Aimed at all levels of school leadership, the book
is for any principal, superintendent, or educator who wants to be a transformational
leader. The book includes 30 video clips of top-tier leaders in action. These videos
bring great schools to you, and support a deeper understanding of both the
components of success and how it looks as a whole. There are also many helpful
rubrics, extensive professional development tools, calendars, and templates. Explores
the core principles of effective leadership Author's charter school, North Star Academy
in Newark, New Jersey, received the highest possible award given by the U.S.
Department of Education; the National Blue Ribbon Print version includes an instructive
DVD with 30 video clips to show how it looks in real life. E-book customers: please note
that details on how to access the content from the DVD may be found in the e-book
Table of Contents. Please see the section: "How to Access DVD Contents" BambrickSantoyo has trained more than 1,800 school leaders nationwide in his work at
Uncommon Schools and is a recognized expert on transforming schools to achieve
extraordinary results.
How to upgrade literacy instruction for digital learners Educating students to traditional
literacy standards is no longer enough. If students are to thrive in their academic and
21st century careers, then independent and creative thinking hold the highest currency.
The authors explain in detail how to add these new components of literacy: Solution
Fluency Information Fluency Creativity Fluency Collaboration Fluency Students must
master a completely different set of skills to succeed in a culture of technology-driven
automation, abundance, and access to global labor markets. The authors present an
effective framework for integrating comprehensive literacy or fluency into the traditional
curriculum.
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